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Abstract
Rabin [M. Rabin, Probabilistic finite automata, Information and Control (1963) 230–245] initiated the study of probabilistic
finite automata (pfa). Rabin’s work showed a crucial role of the gap in the error bound (for accepting and non-accepting
computations) in the power of the model. Further work resulted in the identification of qualitatively different error models (one-
sided error, bounded and unbounded errors, no error etc.) Karpinski and Verbeek [M. Karpinski, R. Verbeek, There is no polynomial
deterministic simulation of probabilistic space with two-way random-tape generator, Information and Control 67 (1985) 158–162]
and Nisan [N. Nisan, On read-once vs. multiple access to randomness in logspace, in: Proc. of Fifth IEEE Structure in Complexity
Theory, Barcelona, Spain, 1990, pp. 179–184] studied a model of probabilistic automaton in which the tape containing random bits
can be read by a two-way head. They presented results comparing models with one-way vs. two-way access to randomness. Dwork
and Stockmeyer [C. Dwork, L. Stockmeyer, Interactive proof systems with finite state verifiers, IBM Report RJ 6262, 1988] and
Condon et al. [A. Condon, et al., On the power of finite automata with both nondeterministic and probabilistic states, SIAM Journal
on Computing (1998) 739–762] studied a model of 2-pfa with nondeterministic states (2-npfa). In this paper, we present some
results about the above mentioned variations of probabilistic finite automata, as well as a model of 2-pfa augmented with a pebble
studied in [B. Ravikumar, Some observations on two-way probabilistic finite automata, in: Proc. of the Foundations of Software
Technology and Theoretical Computer Science, 1992, pp. 392–403]. Our observations indicate that these models exhibit subtle
variations in their computational power. We also mention many open problems about these models. Complete characterizations of
their power will likely provide deeper insights about the role of randomness in space-bounded computations.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Randomness has been understood to be a crucial artifact for an efficient solution of a wide range of computational
problems. In a pioneering work, Rabin [21] showed that a one-way probabilistic finite automaton (1-pfa) in which
the acceptance probability is bounded away from 1/2 is no more powerful than a deterministic finite automaton, i.e.,
both accept the same class of (regular) languages. In contrast, he also showed that allowing the error probability to
be arbitrarily close to 1/2 makes a probabilistic automaton accept non-regular languages. Freivalds [12] considered a
bounded error model, but allowed the input tape to be two-way. He showed that this model (2-pfa) can accept non-
regular languages. Specifically, Frievalds showed that a 2-pfa can accept Leq = {0n1n|n > 1} with arbitrarily small
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error probability. Following Freivalds’ work, several papers [14,9,5,22,6] studied this model and presented various
results about the power of 2-pfa.
In this work, we study some variations of the 2-pfa model. Specifically, we are interested in the following variations
of the 2-pfa model:
(1) The standard 2-pfa model has a coin-tossing mechanism in the finite control. Specifically, for some fixed k,
its transition function provides k different options (just like a nondeterministic machine) from any specific
configuration. At each step, one of these k options is assumed to be chosen randomly (with uniform probability)
and the move is executed. However, the actual random choice made is not recorded for future reference. We can
thus think of the randomization process as being implemented using a tape in which an arbitrarily long string over
the alphabet {1, 2, . . . , k} is written and this tape is being read by the device using a tape-head that always moves
in one direction to generate coin tosses. In contrast to this model, a two-way random tape model is one in which
the read-head on the tape can move in both directions. This model was first introduced by [4] and has been studied
in [20,17,18] etc.
(2) Interactive proof systems in which the verifier is a finite-state automaton was studied by Dwork and Stockmeyer
[7–9] and Condon and Lipton [5], among others. This model is the finite-state analog of the interactive Turing
machines introduced by Goldwasser, Micali and Rackoff [13] in a celebrated paper that extended the concept of
a nondeterministic verification to include two new ingredients, namely: interaction and randomness. Since the
model of interactive proofs we consider is such that the verifier’s coin tosses are public, it is easier to model
such automata as 2-pfa’s with nondeterministic states (2-npfa). We relate this model to the deterministic counter
machine model in which the counters are reversal-bounded.
(3) The third model we consider is the extension of the 2-pfa model by adding a pebble. This model was introduced
in [22]. Finite automaton augmented with a pebble was first considered by Hennie, Blum and Hewitt [3]. They
showed that a pebble does not add power to a 2-DFA or a 2-NFA. It is also obvious that the addition of a pebble
does not add power to a Turing machine with work-space T (n) = Ω(log n) since the position of the pebble can
be encoded on the tape. Somewhat surprisingly, it was shown in [16] that a pebble adds power to a Turing machine
with work-space that lies in Ω(log log n)∩o(log n). Here, we consider 2-pfa and 2-npfa augmented with a pebble
and present some results about the power of such automata.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we answer an open question from [18] by showing that
the class BP*TISP(poly, O(1)), the class of languages accepted by a 2-pfa with bounded error that runs in expected
polynomial time and with two-way access to the random tape, can accept non-regular languages. We show that a
subclass of this class, namely ZP*TISP(poly, O(1)) (which is not allowed to have any error) can already accept non-
regular languages. In Section 3, we show that the class of languages accepted by a one reversal deterministic multi-
counter machine can be accepted by a 2-npfa. We also show that the “unary-knapsack” language can be accepted by
a 2-npfa. In Section 4, we present some results about 2-pfa with a pebble. Specifically, we show that a pebble adds
power to a 2-pfa in the unbounded error model. We also consider the 2-npfa model augmented by a pebble and present
examples of languages accepted by 2-npfa(pebble) not known to be accepted by other weaker models. We present
many open problems throughout the paper.
We will use the following notation: the classes of languages accepted by various probabilistic automata will be
denoted using upper-case letters such as 2-PFA, 2-NPFA etc. An individual member automaton from such a class
will be denoted using lower-case letters. Thus, a 2-pfa denotes an instance of a two-way probabilistic automaton with
bounded error.
2. Two-way PFA with two-way access to the random tape
In the “standard” model of a probabilistic machine, the source of randomness is assumed to be a sequence of
independent and unbiased coin tosses. We can view such a sequence as being stored in a read-only tape (“random-
tape”) which can only be accessed from left to right. A natural extension of this model is to allow the random-tape
head to move bidirectionally. Such a model has been studied in [17,18,20] and others. We will briefly describe some
of the previous results about probabilistic models with two-way access to coin tosses.
Let BPTISP(T (n), S(n)) be the class of languages accepted by a bounded error probabilistic Turing machine
operating with O(S(n)) space (on all paths) and expected time O(T (n)) on inputs of length n. As always, the
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expectation is over the coin tosses for every fixed input, and not by averaging over various inputs of length n.
Following Nisan’s notation in [20], the corresponding probabilistic class with two-way access to random tape is
defined as BP*TISP(T (n), S(n)) etc. We also use the notation BSPACE(S(n)) to denote a bounded-error probabilistic
Turing machine in which space bound S(n) holds on every computational path, and in which the access to random
tape is one-way. The analogous model with two-way access to random tape will be denoted by B*SPACE(S(n)).
BSPACE(O(1)) will be denoted by the more familiar name 2-PFA.
The first question comparing probabilistic machine with two-way and one-way access to random tape was raised
by Borodin et al. [4]. It was answered by [17] by showing that there is a language in B*SPACE(S(n)) (where
S(n) > log n) that is not in DSPACE(S(n)k) for any k. This is in contrast to the result of Borodin et al. that every
language in BSPACE(S(n)) (where S(n) > log n) is in DSPACE(S(n)2), a generalization of Savitch’s theorem. The
work [18] presents stronger results about probabilistic models with two-way access to random tape. Let Z*TISP(poly,
log) denote probabilistic polynomial time and log space bounded Turing machine languages with two-way access to
random tape. Nisan [20] showed that BPTISP(poly,log) ⊆ ZP*TISP(poly,log). But no results were known about the
classes BP*TISP(poly, O(1)) or ZP*TISP(poly, O(1)) or any other complexity classes in which the space bound is
constant. (It should be noted that the finite-state analog of Nisan’s theorem is trivially true since the class BPTISP(poly,
O(1)) is known to contain only regular languages [7].)
Our first result involves an answer to an open problem in [18], namely, whether the class BP*TISP(poly, O(1))
contains a non-regular language. We answer these questions below.
First, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let s be a binary string generated by successively choosing each bit randomly (with probability 1/2 for
both 0 and 1). Let Et denote the expected number of bits that need to be generated before a string of t 0’s is observed.
Then, Et 6 t2t . This claim also holds if t 0’s is replaced by any fixed t-bit string σ .
Proof. Consider the occurrences of a string of t 0’s whose starting position is a multiple of t (where the positions
are counted from 0). Thus we are looking at a sequence of t tosses as a single event and we stop as soon as the
first success occurs which corresponds to the occurrence of t 0’s in a row. The probability of success is 2−t and the
expected number of trials before success (because it is a geometric distribution) is 2t . Thus, the expected number of
tosses before the first success is at most t2t since each event involves t tosses.
Lemma 2. Suppose there are n + 1 points numbered 1 to n + 1 on a line. If a random walk starts in position 2, it
moves with equal probability to either neighboring point until the walk ends at 1 or n + 1. The probability that the
walk ends in n + 1 is 1/n.
The proof of the above lemma can be found in standard probability texts, e.g. [11].
The next lemma is due to Alt and Mehlhorn [2] and can be shown from the prime number formula:
Lemma 3. If n,m are two positive integers such that n 6= m, then there exists an integer k 6 4 log (n +m) such that
n 6≡ m (mod k).
We next show that there is a non-regular language in BP*TISP(poly, O(1)).
Theorem 1. The language L = {0n1n|n > 1} is in BP*TISP(poly, O(1)).
Proof. We design a 2-pfa M with two-way access to randomness as follows. On input x , M first checks that x is of
the form 0n1m , else the input is rejected. If the string is of this form, it proceeds as follows: M moves the head on
the random tape looking for a substring of the form 10r1. Whenever such a substring is found, M checks that n ≡ m
(mod r ) as follows.
It moves the random tape head back to the leftmost 0, and its input head on the leftmost 0, and starts moving its
input head and the random tape head simultaneously until the random tape head reaches a 1 while the input tape is
still reading a 0. (The case in which the input head reaches a 1 before random tape head reaches a 1 is exponentially
rare and is, in any event, covered by our construction. This will become clear later on.) Now, M resets the random
tape back to the first 0 of the block by moving its random tape back until it reaches a 1, and by moving right one step.
This cycle is repeated as many times as needed, until the input head is away from 1 by t for some 0 6 t < r at the
start of a cycle. It is clear that t = n mod r . At this point, one more cycle is executed with both heads advancing to
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the right. M’s input head will reach a 1 before the random tape’s head reaches a 1. Now, the random tape is exactly
reading the t-th leftmost 0 of the block 10r1. Next, as the random tape head is moved back until it reaches a 1, the
input head is moved to the right over the block of 1’s. If the right end-marker on the input tape is reached before the
random tape reaches the 1 on the block 10r1, then clearly n 6≡ m (mod t) so the input is rejected and the computation
halts. Assuming that this does not happen, when the random tape head reaches a 1, the input head is reading the t-th 1
(from the left-end) on the input tape. From now on, a series of cycles similar to that over the block of 0’s is repeated,
namely, the input head is moved over a block of r 1’s over each sweep on the random tape. If at the end of a cycle
when the random tape is reading the right 1 of the block 10t1, the input head reaches the right end-marker, then it is
clear that n ≡ m (mod r ). On the other hand, when the input tape reaches the right-end marker, if the random tape did
not reach the right 1 of the block 10t1, then n 6≡ m (mod r ) so the input is rejected and the computation ends.
If the computation does not end in a previous phase of the computation as described in the last paragraph, the
random tape head is moved to the next block of the form 10r1 and another phase of computation is repeated with the
new r . It is clear that, if n 6= m, eventually an r will be found such that n 6≡ m (mod r ) and the input will be rejected.
However, on inputs of the form 0n1n , such an r will never be found. So, we need a different mechanism to halve
the computations. This is described below. Before the next phase is started, we execute a random process that has a
probability of success = Θ(1/N d) for a carefully chosen integer constant d (the choice of which will be described
soon), where N = n + m is the input length. Such a process can be simulated using Lemma 2 as follows. The input
head is placed on the second symbol on the input tape, and a random walk is executed until the head reaches one of
the endmarkers. If in d consecutive executions of this random process, the head reaches the right end-marker each
time, then we say that the random process succeeds. If the random process succeeds, then M accepts the input and
stops. Else, it continues with the next phase by choosing the next block 10r1 and performs the test “Is n ≡ m (mod
r )?” for this new r as described above.
To show that the above construction is correct, we need to show the following. (a) On all inputs of length N , M
halts in expected time bounded by a polynomial in N . It is clear that each cycle takes O(N ) time to execute (by a
slightly more efficient way to implement each cycle than the one described above). The expected number of phases
is given by O(N d) since the expected number of cycles executed before the random process executed in between
successive cycles succeeds is Θ(1/N d). Thus, it is clear that the M halts in average polynomial time. (b) We need to
show that M accepts the language Leq = {0n1n|n > 1}. This involves showing that M accepts (rejects) every string
(not) in L with probability 1−  for a given  < 1/2. It is clear that if the string is in L , it is never rejected since the
only way to reject the input is to find a string of the form 10r1 on the random tape such that n 6≡ m (mod r ). Such an r
can never be found if the input is in L , and hence M in fact, has only error on one side. Suppose the input string 0n1m
is not L . Then, by Lemma 3, there is a k 6 4 log N such that n 6≡ m (mod k). By Lemma 1, the expected number
of moves that need to be made on the random tape before a string of k 0’s is observed is at most k2k = O(N c) for
some c. Thus, by choosing an integer constant d > c, we can make the probability that a string of the form 10k1 is
observed in the random tape of length N d to be smaller than 1 −  for any given fixed  > 0. Thus, the probability
that M will accept the input is at most  since the only way the input will be accepted in this case is if such a k is
never encountered during N d phases of execution.
Since BP*TISP(poly, O(1)) is closed under complement, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 1. {0n1m |n 6= m} is in BP*TISP(poly, O(1)).
Next we address whether Leq is in ZP*TISP(poly, O(1)), which is a subset of BP*TISP(poly, O(1)). ZP*TISP(poly,
O(1)) denotes the class of languages which can be accepted by a 2-pfa (with two-way access to random tape) in
expected polynomial time which halts with probability at least 1/2 on all inputs and never makes a mistake. We do not
know the answer to this question, although the above construction shows that the error is one-sided, only on strings
not in the language which means that the yes answer is always correct. (For the language {0n1m |n 6= m}, the error is
on the other side.)
Since {0n1n|n > 1} and {0n1m |n 6= m} are both in 2-PFA, a natural question is whether every language in 2-PFA
is in BP*TISP(poly, O(1)). There is no evidence to make such a conjecture and we do not believe that this claim is
true and suggest the language {0n1m |n 6 m}, shown in [22] to be in 2-PFA, as a potential candidate to separate the
classes 2-PFA and BP*TISP(poly, O(1)).
Next we address the question whether ZP*TISP(poly, O(1)) contains a non-regular language.
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Theorem 2. There is a non-regular language in ZP*TISP(poly, O(1)).
Proof. Let L = {x1# · · · #xk | k > 1, xi is the binary representation of i with leading 1}. This is a well-known non-
regular language introduced by Hartmanis, Stearns and Lewis. We describe a 2-pfa M which accepts L in polynomial
average time on every input of length n. The idea behind such an M is as follows. We describe the construction
inductively on the block number i . Suppose the correctness of the first i blocks has been checked. i.e., M has checked
that x j is the binary representation of j for all 1 6 j 6 i . We will show how to check the correctness of the next
block, namely xi+1.
Assume that the input head is scanning the leftmost symbol of xi . To check the correctness of the next block
xi+1, M proceeds as follows. It tries to find a substring on the random tape that exactly matches xi . It does it in the
most obvious way by moving both heads to the right so long as there is a match. When the match fails, it moves
both heads back until the input head reaches the # symbol, then it advances both heads by one position (to allow the
string matching to start at the position immediately to the right of the previously attempted matching) and the cycle
is repeated. When the matching succeeds, we have the string xi on the random tape. Now, both heads are reversed
until xi is reading the # symbol, while the random tape is reading the symbol immediately to the left of the matching
position. Now the head on the random tape is moved one position to the right, and the input head moved all the way
to the next # symbol. Now a matching between xi and xi+1 is attempted. This is easy to do and we omit the details. If
this attempt fails, the input is rejected. Otherwise, the computation proceeds to i + 2. After all the blocks are correctly
checked, the input is accepted. It is clear that the above algorithm does not make any errors. We will now show that
M terminates in polynomial average time on inputs of length n where n is the input length.
Let n be the length of the input string. It can be shown that the length of the block xi is O(log n) for each i so the
expected number of moves needed to find a copy of xi on the random tape is O(nc) for some c as seen from Lemma 1.
Thus, the total time required to find the sequence of such strings in various cycles is at most O(nc+1 log n). (The
multiplicative factor log n occurs due to the backtracking after each failure.) The rest of the computation involves
a sequence of string matchings and this involves O(n) time. Thus the expected time of M on inputs of length n is
bounded by a polynomial in n.
It should be noted that both languages described in the above theorems can be accepted in log log n space. The
latter language is in DSPACE(log log n) [15]. The former language is actually not in NSPACE(log log n), but its
complement is in NSPACE(log log n), and Leq would also be recognizable in log log n space if a work-tape of
length dlog log ne is marked at the beginning of the computation [16]. Do these results suggest that perhaps every
language in DSPACE(log log n) is in BSPACE(poly, O(1))? There is no evidence to make such a claim. In fact,
consider the unary language L = {an| the smallest r that does not divide n is a power of 2 }. This language is known
to be in DSPACE(log log n) [2], but it does not seem to be in BP*TISP(poly, O(1)).
We propose as an interesting area to investigate the connections between the classes in 2-PFA, BP*TISP(poly,
O(1)), and ZP*TISP(poly, O(1)). At this point, our knowledge of these classes is quite limited. In the next section,
we discuss another interesting class of probabilistic automata.
3. Two-way pfa with nondeterministic states
Dwork and Stockmeyer [9] introduced the model of two-way probabilistic finite automaton with nondeterministic
states (2-npfa) as the finite-state analog of the Arthur–Merlin games. We will informally describe how a 2-npfa works.
A 2-npfa has states partitioned into nondeterministic states and probabilistic states. The input head can move left or
right and change its state based on the current state and the current input scanned. In the case of probabilistic state,
if there are k options, any one of them is chosen with probability 1k . In the case of nondeterministic state, any one
of the successor moves is chosen. The actual choice is only relevant in defining the probability of acceptance of the
input string. To determine the probability of acceptance on an input string x , we create a computation tree in which all
the children of probabilistic states are retained with weights, while for nondeterministic state, we pick one of the next
possible moves. Thus, there are many computation trees associated with an input string x . To determine the probability
of acceptance of the string w.r.t. a fixed tree, we associate a probability of acceptance for the tree as the weighted sum
of all the paths that reach an accepting leaf. The probability of acceptance of a string is the maximum probability over
all possible computation trees. A 2-npfa accepts a language L if it accepts every string x ∈ L with probability at least
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2/3 and accepts every string not in L with probability at most 1/3. It is obvious that the class 2-PFA is a subset of
2-NPFA and hence the latter includes non-regular languages.
The next lemma is Lemma 1 from [12]. Since its application in this paper requires not only the statement, but also
its proof, we present the proof.
Lemma 4. Leq is in 2-PFA.
Proof. Given an arbitrary constant , 0 <  6 1, choose positive integers c() and d() large enough so that
2 · (1/2)d() < (
2c()
(1+ 2c())
)d()
> 1− .
We now describe a 2-pfa M() which accepts Leq with error probability less than . We may assume that the input
is of the form 0n1m . The inputs not in this form can be readily rejected using the finite control. In the first stage, M()
checks that n ≡ m (mod c()); if not, M() rejects the input. If the input is not rejected thus far, the input is of the
form 0n1m where n = m, or |n−m| > c(). This gap between n and m in the latter will be used to distinguish it from
the former.
Now, M() proceeds to the second stage in which M() conducts a sequence of “competitions” between 0’s and
1’s of its input. A competition involves tossing c() fair-coin tosses for each input symbol. Thus a total of (n+m)c()
fair coins will be tossed. The outcome of a competition is positive for 0(1) if the first nc() (last mc()) tosses turn up
all heads. A competition is decisive if its outcome is positive for 0 or 1, but not both. In the case of a decisive outcome,
the winner is the symbol with a positive outcome. M() conducts a sequence of competitions until the total number
of wins exceeds d(). M() accepts the input if and only if both 0 and 1 have registered at least one win. It can be
shown that M() accepts Leq with error probability less than .
The following lemma is from [22]. Since its proof is not required for understanding its application, we will not
present the proof.
Lemma 5. Lle = {0n1m | m 6 n} is in 2-PFA.
The main result of the section is the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let L be accepted by a one-way deterministic reversal-bounded multicounter machine. Then L is in
2-NPFA.
Proof. Let M be a reversal-bounded k-counter machine. We describe an interactive proof system (P, V ) (where V is
a public coin 2-pfa) to simulate M . Let the input to M be x#. We assume without loss of generality that each counter
exactly reverses once and on all accepted inputs, M halts with all counters set to 0. Each counter thus goes through
an increment phase followed by a decrement phase. We will show the simulation for k = 1. Extension to arbitrary k
is not difficult. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.2 of [22] which is briefly described below. This theorem shows that
a blind reversal-bounded deterministic counter machine can be simulated by a 2-pfa. (A blind counter machine is one
in which the next move is not a function of whether the counter value is positive or not. The acceptance is by having
all the counters reaching value 0 when the input head is reading the right end-marker.)
Let M be a blind counter machine with k counters such that L = L(M). Let  be the error bound permitted
for the 2-pfa. We construct M1, a 2-pfa to simulate M . The finite control of M1 simulates the finite control of M
and a faithful simulation is possible since the next move does not depend on the counter values. To simulate the k
counters, 2k variables i1, i2, . . . , ik , and j1, j2, . . . , jk are used. it (respectively jt ) is used to count the increments
(resp. decrements) performed on the t-th counter. If these values are available in unary, clearly Lemma 4 can be used to
check if the equations it = jt holds for all t . Even though they are not explicitly available, they are implicitly available
during an increment or decrement performed by M . Further, since M is deterministic, the values of the counters can
be implicitly generated any number of times, as required in Lemma 4. The acceptance is conditioned by halting in an
accepting state and the equalities it = jt , for all t . The confidence parameter in the simulation of Lemma 4 can be so
chosen that L can be accepted with error bound .
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The main change in this proof is that the verifier needs help in simulating the decrementing phase. This is because
the next move can depend on whether the counter value is 0. So, the verifier V carries out the simulation of increment
phase without help from the prover. In the decrement phase, each time M makes a move, the verifier asks the prover if
the counter value is 0, and the prover P responds. In addition, the prover simulates two variables i and d corresponding
to the values of the counter in the increment and decrement phase. When M’s head reaches the end-marker, if M enters
an accepting state while the counter is still positive, then V checks that d 6 i . But if the counter becomes zero prior
to acceptance, then V checks that d = i . These checks are done using Lemmas 4 and 5, respectively. The prover will
tell the verifier at the beginning of computation whether the checking to be done is equality checking or inequality
checking. Note that in order to do the checking, the variables i and d need to be created many times. The details of
this simulation are quite similar to Theorem 2.1 in [5] where a simulation of a two counter machine is described. The
essential differences are that the counter machine simulated in [5] is not reversal bounded, and the prover transmits
the successive configurations of M , and that their system uses private coins. In our case, i is created by the verifier
itself, so it is always correct. Suppose that the checking to be done is equality checking. Thus it is clear that, for any
 > 0, we can design a (P, V ) to accept every string x ∈ L(M) with probability at least .
Now suppose x = x1x2 . . . xn 6∈ L(M). We need to show that, for any prover P∗, (P∗, V ) rejects x with probability
at least 1 − . We should prove this under the assumption that V ’s computation is completely transparent to P∗.
Suppose that the incrementing phase ends with the configuration 〈q, j, t〉. (q is the state, j is the position of the input
head from the left, and t is the value of the counter.) Now let I be the set of all counter values c such that 〈q, j, c〉
leads to acceptance. Then clearly t 6∈ I . The only quantity unknown to the verifier is t . Suppose V ∗ is able to make
the verifier’s simulation M in acceptance and that the number of decrements performed by the verifier is u. Then u
must be in I , and thus u 6= t . Thus the probability that the input is accepted is at most . This completes the proof.
Many languages accepted by a one-way nondeterministic 1-reversal counter machine are in 2-NPFA. Specifically,
we show that the “unary-knapsack” language L1 = {0n#0i1# · · · #0ik | for some subset S of {1, . . . , k}, 6 j∈Si j = n} is
in 2-NPFA.
Theorem 4. The unary knapsack language L1 = {0n#0i1# · · · #0ik | for some subset S of {1, . . . , k}, 6 j∈Si j = n} is
in 2-NPFA.
Proof. Recall Frievalds’ proof of Lemma 4 that shows that the language {0n1n|n > 1} is in 2-PFA. Consider the
execution of this 2-pfa on an input 0n1m where n 6= m. During the second stage of the algorithm, when the competition
between 0 and 1 is held, suppose during various sweeps, m = the number of 1’s does not remain fixed, but changes
during each sweep subject to the condition that n ≡ m (mod c()). (However, we assume that n remains unchanged
throughout.) Then, we claim that, on input 0n1m , Frievalds’ algorithm still accepts with probability at most . This
can be seen from the fact the claimed error bound in Freivalds’ algorithm does not depend on the specific values of n
and m, but only on the condition that |n−m| > c(). This condition is guaranteed so long as n 6= m and n ≡ m (mod
c()).
Now, we describe a 2-npfa M to accept the language L1 as follows: on input string 0n#0i1# · · · #0ik , M treats 0n as
a string of 0’s and some of the blocks 0i j as 1’s. The idea is that if there is a subset of blocks of total length n, then
the input should be accepted. As in Frievalds’ algorithm, the constants c() and d() are chosen. Then, M checks
that there is a subset S of blocks whose length m is such that n ≡ m (mod c()). This set S of blocks is guessed
nondeterministically. In the following, m will denote the sum of the lengths of the guessed block set S. Since different
guesses may be made during different sweeps, m is not a constant. The only modification we make to the Freivalds’
algorithm is that the condition n ≡ m (mod c()) has to be checked during each sweep, not just during the first stage.
Clearly, for any string w in L1, there exists a probabilistic computation tree (pruned in existential states by choosing
only the correct guess) that accepts w with probability at least 1 − . This is the tree in which the set S is correctly
guessed during every sweep over the input tape.
Now consider a string w not in L1. Note that Freivalds’ original algorithm rejects the input with probability = 1 if
the input fails during the first stage. Thus for our algorithm to move past the first stage on w, there must exist a subset
S for which n ≡ m (mod c()). Also this condition must hold during each sweep of the second stage (no matter how
the set S is guessed), for our algorithm will reject the input during any sweep if this condition is violated. Since this
condition is the only requirement for the error bounds in Freivalds’ algorithm to hold, it follows that the maximum
probability of accepting w is  and this concludes the proof.
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It would be interesting to find a general characterization of counter machine languages that are in 2-NPFA or
2-PFA.
4. Two-way pfa augmented with a pebble
A pebble is a marker that is initially in the finite control. The transition function of the automaton depends, in
addition to the current state and the input symbol, also on whether the pebble is in the finite control. If this is true,
then in the next move it is possible for the pebble to be left on the current cell on the input tape. Similarly, when
a cell with a pebble is visited, a possible next move is to collect the pebble and return it to finite control etc. The
study of pebble augmenting the finite control of a finite automaton goes back to Hennie [3] who showed that a 2-DFA
augmented with a pebble accepts only regular languages. Since then, much work has been done to show that a pebble
can add power to computational devices, especially when the space bound is below log n, see e.g. [16]. In [22], the
question of whether 2-PFA(pebble) is more powerful than 2-PFA was addressed. Although some evidence for such
power was provided, no proof to this effect was given, and this problem is still open. Here, we will compare the powers
of different probabilistic FA — with and without pebble.
We first present a separation result between 2-PFA and 2-PFA augmented with a pebble. However, the separation
only holds in the case of unbounded error model. i.e., both probabilitistic automata have errors arbitrarily close to 1/2.
Our next result shows that adding a pebble to a 2-pfa which accepts with unbounded error probability makes it
more powerful. To show this result, we need a lemma from [22].
We start with a definition about a probability distribution. We say that a probability distribution p over [n] =
{1, 2, . . . , n} is “almost uniform” if there exist constants a, b > 0 such that for all x in [n], the probability p(x)
satisfies the inequality:
1/n − ae−bn 6 p(x) 6 1/n + ae−bn .
Lemma 6. There is a 2-pfa with a pebble that starts with its head on the left endmarker, with the pebble in the finite
control, on input #0n#, and halts with probability 1 in a state h with the head reading a 0 such that the probability
distribution of the event that the head is reading the i-th symbol (from the left end-marker) is almost uniform.
Theorem 5. Let Center be defined over {0, 1} as follows:
Center = {x1y | length of x = length of y}.
Center can be accepted by a 2-pfa with a pebble which accepts it with unbounded error probability, and Center
cannot be accepted by a 2-pfa (without a pebble) with unbounded error probability.
Proof. Kaneps [19] shows that Center is not 2-PFA(unbounded). We show that Center can be accepted by a 2-pfa M
with a pebble with unbounded error probability. Let x be the input to M . We assume that x = n is sufficiently large
in the sense made precise later. (For shorter inputs, M uses table look-up.) M proceeds as follows. Let D be a fixed
integer (independent of x). The value of D will be determined later. M initializes a variable d to 1. It then calls the
probabilistic algorithm of Lemma 6 to place a pebble on a tape square containing 1 with almost uniform probability.
Suppose the pebble is placed on square j . M uses M(e) of Lemma 4 with error probability e (e will also be determined
later) to check if j − 1 = n − j . If M(e) announces “yes” (i.e., j − 1 = n − j), then M halts and accepts the input.
If M(e) announces “no”, then M increments d . If d exceeds D then M reject the input and halts; otherwise, it repeats
the steps from the beginning.
We will show that M accepts Center. Let e(x) denote the error probability on input x . We consider two cases.
Case 1. x ∈ L . Call each simulation of M(e) as a phase. Then
Prob(x is not accepted in one phase)
= Prob(x not accepted | pebble is placed in the center) ∗ Prob(pebble is placed in
center)+ Prob(x not accepted | pebble is not in center) ∗ Prob(pebble not in center)
6 (1/n + ae−bn)+ (1− 1/n + ae−bn)(1− )
= 1−  − (1− 2)/n + ae−bn .
Thus e(x) 6 (1−  − (1− 2)/n + ae−bn)D .
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Case 2. x 6∈ L . In this case, it is easy to see that e(x) 6 1− (1− )D .
To satisfy the condition that e(x) < 1/2 in both cases, we choose  and D such that the following inequalities are
satisfied for all sufficiently large n:
(1− )D > 1/2
(1−  − (1− 2)/n + ae−bn)D < 1/2.
It is easy to see that such choices exist since ((1− 2)/n + ae−bn) > 0 for all sufficiently large n. This completes
the proof.
Next we show some results concerning the class 2-NPFA(pebble).
Theorem 6. The language Let L = {0n1m |n 6= m}. L∗ (the Kleene closure of L) can be accepted by a 2-npfa
augmented with a pebble.
Proof. Let  be the error tolerance. Choose δ, a real number (0 < δ < 1) and a positive integer d such that
2.(1/2)d <  and (1− δ)d > 1− .
We view the input to be of the form x1 . . . xk where each xi is in L . Let Mδ denote the 2-pfa that Freivalds
constructed to accept Leq with error tolerance δ. Note that Mδ has a constant acceptance probability on strings in
Leq . We now design a 2-pfa M for L∗. M conducts “competitions” as in Freivalds’ construction of 2-pfa for Leq .
However, each block in our case is of the form 0n1m . We use the pebble to place it on a cell of the tape, so that
on the left or the right side of the block, we have the string 0k1k for some k. (For example, if the string is 08110,
Mδ will place the pebble on the 9-th one.) A “macroprocessing” of the input is a sequential simulation of Mδ on
each block of the form 0 j1 j once. Note that each such block is created nondeterministically by placing the pebble
on the appropriate square of the block. The macroprocessing is positive for x if Mδ accepts all xi ’s. Let x ′ = 0k .
Note that m is the number of xi ’s in x . Let d ′ be the integer chosen in Freivalds’ lemma to satisfy the inequality
2.(1/2)d
′
< δ. A macroprocessing of x ′ involves tossing a sequence of biased coins with Pr(Head) = 2.(1/2)d ′ , and
Pr(Tail) = 1 − 2.(1/2)d ′ . A macroprocessing of x ′ is said to be positive if all m coins turn up H. A competition is a
macroprocessing of x and x ′ once. We say that it is a decisive competition if exactly one of the outcomes is positive,
and the one with positive outcome is said to have won. M conducts a sequence of competitions until exactly d decisive
competitions result. If at this time, both x and x ′ have won at least one match, then M accepts the input, else it rejects
it. It can be shown that M accepts L∗ with error at most .
We need Lemma 5 to show the final result of this paper.
Theorem 7. Let Lbal be the set of balanced parentheses over a two-letter alphabet {[, ]}. The complement of Lbal can
be accepted by a 2-npfa augmented with a pebble.
Proof. Let x be in the complement of Lbal . Then either x does not have an equal number of [’s and ]’s, or there is a
prefix y of x in which there are more ]’s than [’s. The 2-npfa machine M guesses one of these options and verifies it
as follows: the former involves using Lemma 4. The latter involves first placing a pebble to mark off y on the tape.
Then, it uses Lemma 5 to check the desired property.
Dwork and Stockmeyer [10] conjecture that Lbal is not in 2-PFA. The conjecture implies that its complement is
also not in 2-PFA (since 2-PFA is closed under complement). A proof of this conjecture would therefore imply that
2-NPFA(pebble) is more powerful than 2-PFA. It is not clear if either of the languages described in the previous two
theorems can be accepted by a 2-npfa (without a pebble).
5. Conclusions
We have presented several results about variants of 2-pfa, an important model of computation. We also presented a
solution to an open problem in [18] about the power of a 2-pfa with bounded error and with two-way access to random
tape. Our understanding of these variants of 2-pfa is quite limited at this time. We have stated many open problems
throughout the paper about these models. We hope that our work will stimulate interest in these problems.
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